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NEWS FEATURE A&E SPORTSI
Physics professor receives $200,000 NASA grant
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration has awarded a
$200 AX) grant to professor of phy-
sic DcmaklJacobs to conduct an earth-bas- ed
experiment which will supple-mentaspa-ce
shuttle experiment sched-
uled for 1994.
Jacobs work will measure the light
scattering ofa binary fluid mixture as
itapproaches the critical temperature,
which is the highest temperature at
which two components go from two
phases to one.
The experiment is pioneering basic
research that wiU test competingtheo-iraabc- ut
the temperature dependence
of light scattering.
Ik commented, "You'renever quite
sure of what you really know versus
what you think --you know until you
rigorously test what you're predict-
ing. Only then can you be sure that
you really understand the physical
phenomenon."
The results ofJacobs work will be
compared to the results of a similar
experiment, conducted in micro grav-
ity during a mission of the space
shuttle, that will measure the element
xenon.
; Jacobs chose the clear liquids
methanol and cyclohexane as the two
components of his mixture because
they have virtually the same density
.but different refractive indices. Asa
result, gravity will act equally on the
two components, but they will scatter
laser light due to thekdiffererttrefrac- -
More on campus burgularies,
student response
...page 2
Student enrollment fluctuates
over winter break
...page 2
Twenty berglaries reported after break
j
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College offers$1000
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-Chi- ef
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
It has been said that material pos-
sessions corrupt the spirit and if that is
the case then the College ofWooster
must be the most spiritually pure
population in northern Ohio. Three
times is the charm and for die third
time this year College denizens re-turn- ed
from break to find their rooms
and offices a little more spacious than
they were before.
Eighteen rooms on campus includ-
ing 1 1 in Armington Hall and four in
Bissman Hall were entered and
burgularized over winter break, with
only one room in Bissman showing
any signs of forced entry. Total value
of the items lost is still being calcu-latedJbutlo- w.
estimates.. place the.
'
. --
:
Physks professor Don Jacobs received
live indices.
What makes Jacobs experiment
particularly exciting is the level of a
precision that will be achieved in con-
trolling the temperature and measur-
ing and recording the results of the
experiment. be
Previous experiments of this sort
Swimming, basketball teams
have fun in the sun over break
...page3
Wooster student to intern in
Clinton administration
'
...page 3
reward in response
amount between $12,000--$ 13,000.
Burglars also entered and stole items
from Taylor Hall, Luce Mulu-Pur-po- se
Room, and rooms in Wagner
Hall, Andrews Hall, and Iceman
House.
The College ofWooster Office of
Security is dismayed that the thefts
occured, since extra precautions were
taken over this break. "We physically
haridheckedeveryroom.everydoor,
and every window on this campus the
Saturday before Winter Break," said
Jim Foster, Associate Director of Se-
curity. In addition, security patrols
were staffed with three times the nor-
mal number of officers during high-ris- k
times.
Neither Foster nor Keith James,
Director of Campus Security, would .
confirm any theories as to how the
suspects entered the rooms without
forcing their way in. Bod deny the
a major grant to assist NASA with
have emnloved flnnaraiuawhich con
trolled the temperature to 110,000 of
degree Celsius. Jacobs will use a
portion of the NASA grant to build a
that will utilize computer-base- d
data acquisition and control that will
capable of controlling, measuring
and recording the temperature to 1
Harlem spiritual ensemble per-
forms MLK tribute
...page8
Bill Wyman and the death ofthe
Rolling Stones
... page 8
existence ofone "Master Key" which
could open all of the rooms involved
over break but Foster admitted that
there was one key which could open
rooms in both Armington and
Bissman. James also said that the one
forced entry in Bissman, where the
burglars smashed the door handle off,
could also suggest that the locks were
picked.
"If they had a key," said James,
"why would they smash the handle?
It is possible they were picking locks
and got frustrated with this particular
one and bang, they smashed the door
handle."
The security office has not ruled
out the possibility of a person or per-
sons using unauthhorized keys to en-
ter student rooms. "This would cer-
tainly be a good time for anybody
who has unauthorized keys to turn
them in and get them off of their
hands," said Foster, adding that after
' this period of tacit amnesty anyone
J
photo by NEWS SERVICES
light scattering research.
1 ,000,000 ofa degree Celsius.
Jacobs thus hopes to be able to
measure the light scattering at the
critical point with a level ofaccuracy
far greater than was pebble using the
older technology.
continued on page 2, col. 3
Women's basketball on a roll,
wins fourth straight conference
ame
...backpage
Fall sports honor roll
. ...backpage
found to have an incriminating key
would be strongly considered to be a
suspect. Students with unauthorized
keys, while they might know they are
innocent, will have a difficult time
proving it if they are found with these
keys, said Foster.
"Weare not overlooking anypossi-bUities- ,"
said James. "Everyone is a
.
suspect"
But as Campus Security and the
Wooster City Police continue their
joint investigation into the break-in- s,
students and parents are up in arms
over what appears to be a serious lack
of security. The 18 burgularies this
past break has raised the number of
vacation break-in- s to 24 with the total
take being over $30,000. This time,
burglars took such items as CDs, CD
players, VCRs, coffeemakers, and a
variety of other items from student
rooms. In addition, a computer was
" :. continued on page 2, col. 3
College to honor
Dr. King legacy
with celebration
AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
A series of four events, entitled
"The Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.: Present and Future" will
comprise the College's annual cel-
ebration of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday. All events will be free
and open to the public
Civil rights activist Julian Bond
will address the MLK community
celebration at 8 p.m. on Sunday in
McCawChapeL Bond has been an
active participant in the civil rights
movement since he was leading sit-i- n
demonstrations as a college stu
dent in Atlanta in the 1960s. In
1974, he was elected to the Georgia
Senate. Upon leaving office in 1987,
he had been elected to the public
office more times than any other
black Georgian.
Bond is currently a distinguished
scholar in residence at American
University in Washington, D.C., and
a visiting professor at Williams Col
lege in Massachusetts. Bond hosts
America s Black frorum, the old
est black-owne- d program in televi-
sion history. He is also the authorof
A Time to Speak, A Time to Act and
a nationally syndicated newspaper
column. -
The second event in the series will
continued on page 2, col. 3
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Enrollment changes over break
EL1SE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
The demographics of the college fluctuated as the new semester began.
Students had the options to transfer out or in, take a leave of absence, or
withdraw.
Seventeen new students entered the College community and 95 percent
of those students are transfers. Twenty-si- x personal withdrawals were
taken and 24 students chose a leave of absence. The last of this group will
probably return.
According to Assistant Dean of Students Soph iePenney.there are many
reasons for which students make these changes. Transfer students may be
experiencing family and social difficulties or a change in their major.
Penney added, If people are likely to transfer out, they do it at the end
of the year and not the middle. " She also mentioned that this process is
long and involved and not merely a one-a-ct decision. Most of the transfers
came from Kent Slate and Miami University. These students undergo a
two day orientation as if they had arrived in the fall
Applications available for fellowship
PAUL CHRISTIANSON
Special to the Voice
The Wooster Competition for a 1993 Ohio Board of Regents Graduate
Fellowship is now open. Wooster seniors who have compiled a strong
academic record and who plan graduate study in Ohio are encouraged to
compete.
The successful Wooster student will receive an Ohio Regents Fellow-
ship award in the amoutn of S3.500 each year for two years of advanced
study in any field in an Ohio graduate or professional schcoL Minority
students, who are especially invited to compete, may also be eligible for
one of 10 statewide Fellowship awards reserved for mirxxity graduates.
Application forms and further information are available from Paul
Chnsuanaon, English, Kauke 143. Deadline for applications is February
12. AnopenirifonnaLxxialrrieetmgcnther
held next Thursday, January 21 at 1 1 un. in Kauke 123.
Lecture details plight ofurbanpoverty
NEWS SERVICES RFT FASE
Claudia Goulton. director of the Center Car UTban Poverty arid Social
Change at Case Western Reserve University, will disomTJrban Poverty:
A Decade of Change" on Wednesday, Jan. 20, at The College ofWooster.
Coul ton's presentation is this year's Raymond R. Day Memorial
Lecture, which honors the late director of Wcosters Urban Studies
Program. The lecture will be given at 7 pjn.mthe Lean Lecture Room of
Wisriart Hall, kxatedOT the cxrriCTcU A
nceprion fvCouhon win fol m
event is free and open to the public
Couhon has studied and wrinen extensively about urban poverty and
related issues including urban social structures, investment patterns and
labor farces in low-inco-me ndghborhoods, family resource and poverty
iraervention paaems, infant mortality and bealJi risks to children.
Civil rights activist
celebration Sunday
continued fromfront page
be a MLK Reflection Session at 4
pjn. on Wednesday in Lowry 119.
The event will be facilitated by
Akwasi Osei. visiting professor of
black studies and political science.
The Harlem Spiritual Ensemble
will perform at the MLK Musical
Tribute for the third event. It is
scheduled for this com ingThursday
in McGaw Chapel at 7:30 p.m. The
ensemble is composed of six sing-
ers and two instrumentalists and is
considered to be one of the most
prestigious groups ofsingers trained
in spiritual music
The final event will be the MLK
Ball jointly sponsored by Dene and
to set off MLK
night at McGaw
Dream Houses and the MLK com-
mittee. The event will begin at 10
pjn. on Friday, a week from today,
in Lowry Student Center ballroom.
Reggae and jazz music will be per-
formed by the Mwatabu Okantah
Eric Gould Project wi th special guest
musicians. Refreshments will be
served. '
Okantah is a performance poet
and lecturer who has performed at
universities around the world includ-
ing CheitchAntaDiop University in
Dakar. Senegal. Gould is a pianist
and a composer who has been an
important figure in the Ohio music
scene since the late 1970's. He was
featured on the PBS television spe-
cial "North Coast Jazz."
photo by JOSH FAGANS
Annington Hall was one of the hardest hit dorms in the recent wave of break-tim- e burglaries.
Break-in- s puzzle local authorities
continued fromfront page
stolen from the computer center, and
a televisionVCR was stolen from
Luce Hall
"While I was at home gaining
weight on holiday dinners and much
champagne, my CD collection was
going on theRichard Simmons weight
kss plan," said FatnckLogue,ascrK
more living in Armington who lost 30
CD's, all marked with his name, and
a portable CD player.
"It seems kind of crazy, things are
getting stolen and there s no forced
entries There's nothing we can do,
since the school won't assume re
Wooster professor commences
experiment on light dispersion
continuedfrom frontpage
Jacobs first became aware of the
earxrinxctalcpportiiniryabc
ago when aNASA scientist cont.Ylffd
him asnart of the micro gravity effort
at NASA. Such a contact may have
resulted from the fact that the college
is one of the few places that has con-
ducted similar experiments at a lesser
degree of precision to the one pro-
posed.
With the somewhat lengthy appli-
cation process resulting in the grant,
Jacobs has now received authoriza-
tion from NASA to buy and build
equipment for the experiment.
Some of the equipment ordered
has already arrived, but a year and a
half will probably be required to bring
sponsibility, said Matthew Trantum,
a senior who had 30 -- 40 CDs stolen
from his room.
The administration, however, is
seeing no humor in the epidemic of
thefts that has splashed the College of
Wooster throughout the pages of the
Akron Beacon Journal and Wooster
Daily Record, and appears to be try-
ing to do something about the thefts.
This past week Vice President for
Academic Affairs R. Stanton Hales
artncunccdutheCcllegeofWooster
is offering a $1000 reward for infor-
mation leading to the arrest and con-
viction of the person or persons who
committed the thefts over winter
all the equipment together and to in-
terface it. .
The experiment itself, which will
be conducted entirety atWooster, win
take at least an additional year and a
half to complete. Jacobs win have
several students assisting him through-
out the project, with three snidents
working with him during the summer
months.
Although some of the equipment
bought will only be useful for Jacobs'
experiment, many of the instruments
are multipurpose and will be used for
other projects. The College, there-
fore, will enjoy higher quality and
precision instruments for its scientific
research as a result of the grant.
Compiled wtiJt information from
Newsservices.
'4
A Few Good Men
7:00 & 9:40
Aladdin
7:10 & 9:00
break.
Jim Foster added that "anyone with
any information at all should please
contact the Wooster Police Depart-
ment or Campus Security." Foster
also said that anyone who didn't feel
comfortable approaching Security or
the police directly could confide in a
member of the residential life staffor
in a faculty member who could then
act as a liaison with Security. Both
Foster and James urge anyone who
might have seen people entering dor- -
mitories or classroom buildings over
break to contact the security otuce
regardless ofwhether the persons ap
peared suspicious.
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sororrty. team. club. etc.
pitches in ust one hour
and your group can raise
S1.000 in iust a few days!
Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-
-C528. ext. 65
Recycling ClulA
meetings are
neia everyMonday at
9 p.m. inLowry 119.
Everyone is
welcome!
Classified:
Fundraiser!!
All it takes is a small
group with
a little energy and a :
lot of excitement
to earn $500 -- $1500
injust one week! Call
1-800-542-
-2121 :
exL313
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What do you do with a major in ... ?
Foreign Languages
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
Mostofus have heard that social scientific prediction that not too many
years from now, there will be as many people in the United States whose
primary language is not English as those whose primary language is
fcjigusn.
Let's face it folks-ma- ny employers, especially if their business in-
volves comrnunkation with foreign clients, are impressed by fluency in
a foreign language. Some strongly prefer u. And some even require u.
So it's pretty safe to say that there are few jobs in which proficiency in
a foreign language isn't a plus. Hence, few occupations are completely
closed to foreign language majors, whose options are fairly broad.
An obvious possible occupation that comes to mind is that of translator
interpreter. Certainly, a good occupation. Teaching is also a good option,
and can often be done with only a Bachelors degree ifone wishes to teach
at a private school, although this pays less that teaching in public school,
which usually requires a teaching certificate.
If that certificate is not obtained at the undergraduate level, it can be
obtained in graduate school. Indeed, much graduate study in foreign
language is geared toward a future teaching, especially teaching at the
college level.
What else can you do? As stated earlier, just about anything, because
this is a big world, with a lot ofpeople who speak many languages. The
Career Developrnentand Placement office has some good suggestions to
get majors thinking: international trade specialist, editorforeign news
journalist, consultant, tour organizerguide, international banker, archi
vist. Peace Corps, customVirnmigration officer, FBI agent (ex-Woos- ter
students packing guns? Hmmm), and a missionary. How about manag-
ing a rraior hotel that eaten to foreign visi ten? Or wor
or Lufthansa?
AH in all, a major in a foreign language is one of those majors you can't
really "go wrong with. Senior Tammy Barnes, a Spanish major, agrees.
Originally intending to major in economics, Barnes switched to Spanish,
in part because everything is becoming so mternaDorialized.you really
can't go wrong majoring in a language. Barnes plans a career in
mtemaiional business.
Sharon Mortimer, also a senior, ma
into international business (this must be the hot place to work) and
development. She sees Germanyasagrowmgcx)untryandamajorworld
force",and believes that Americans in business expect the world to come
to them and deal with the Americans in the English language.
Americans need to expand their views and work in foreign people's
realm."
Who could deny that communication with people of other nations is
crucial? And can you really picture an
you majored in Spanish?
Perhaps, out only alter tney ve wrea
m mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm m
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
FREE DELIVERY--
College Student Special
2 small pizzas with 2 cans of pop ONLY$6J99l
3 item ... additional item $L20
2 mediumpizzas with 2-lit-er pop ONIY$9J99l
3 item ... additional item $L20 (cover both pizzas)
2 large pizzas with 2-lit-er pop ONLY $12391
S item . . . additional item
DINING ROOM:
joring in German, also hopes to get
employer asking you why on earth
you.
PHONE: 264-455-4
til 2 sum. Fri. & Sat!
$1-40 (eorers both pizzas)
Sun.-Thur- s. 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat til 4 am.
The book
G
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Another busy and profitable day at
The savage
"ramblin' on my mind "
-- MTB
It was 1:30 in the morn-
ing and the air outside ter-
minal 2 in Syracuse, NY
was cold and stale. The
weather forecast was for
snow slowly changing to
sleet and freezing rain and
the last report out of Roch-
ester had the New York
State Thruway shut down Travel
for at least the next five
hours.
We had been forced off the road by
the weather and then thrown off the
bus by the savage whim of Charles,
the bus driver from helL Charles was
a tall brute whose crackling tenor,
shaking hands, and dripping nose had
me very nervous ever since Albany.
Mei told me I was just being paranoid
again and that he probably had a cold
but I knew better. There was a dull
fire in his eyes, like a 200 watt bulb
behind smoked glass and watching
him drive you could see the sharp
twitches and the nervous giggles.
' Arid so we stood on the tarmac and
watched Charles pull away from the
terminal and drive around behind the
building. There had not been time to
pull our luggage off and it was fairly
certain that we would not be seeing it
again. A Japanese student to the left
of us began to cry and a few people in
the crowd were visibly upset but there
was little consolation.
Triereare few organizations as mean
and dumb as Greyhound Bus Com-
pany. Only the US. Marines, the
Communist Party and the Teamsters
Union come even close to the level of
atavism and incompetence that Grey-
hound shows every day of its sordid
existence. Their rnooo isTfvou don't it
like us,you can always walk. Twisted
and uncaring, their clerks patrol the
terminals and spread good cheer and
bad advice to all unlucky enough to
submit themselves to the torture of a
enforced incompetence.
In the ticket area the night clerk
lines are long at Flo's
The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
dog of roadside travel
Writer
was just arriving for duty.
He put on his blue "Grey-
hound uniform, punched
in at the time clock and then
took a long sewing needle
and jammed into the roof of
his head, disengaging, tem-
porarily it seems, the fron-
tal lobe ofhis brain. He was
ready for duty. He took up
his post and stared out into
the crowd with that vapid
and helpless stare so famil
iar to bus travelers world
wide.
We walked to the small All-RIT- E
ALL-NTT- E diner in the back and
treated ourselves to bad hotdogs and
warm orange juice. The juice con-
tainer had dust on iL
I slumped into one of the 25t TV-Cha-irs
next to Mei. I reached into my
pocket and drank vengefully from a
coke-bott- le still half full of Jack
Daniels. On my left a stoned out 90's
Hippie was giggling and drooling on
himself.
"Jerry's back man! The drought is
over man, Jerry's back! We're on
man, there will be so much SHIT
coming man, oh man you gotta light?"
I gave him one and, inquired
whether or not he had a relative, a
brother or something, named Charles
who worked for the bus company.
But I got little answer he was busy
digging into a soiled "Guatemalan
bag which was no doubt finely hand-
crafted by authentic indigenous
peoples in Taiwan. He found what he
was looking for, a small plastic tube
which looked like a camel cigarette
and began packing abowl that seemed
to defy the spatial constraints of this
tiny, but rather ingenious device. He
lit it, had a few tokes and then offered
to me. I locked down at the sleeping
Met on the other side and politely
refused by holding up my coke bottle
.
and killing a third of iL
He was a dim ifaffable freak with
fine sense ofconversation and pas-
sion for good music He was mutter--
ing fitfully to himself absorbed into
photo by PAUL BORDEN
his walkman could provide for him
and his soaked imagination. Within
minutes he was asleep.
A litter of human waste lay like oer
jacketed boyfriends smoking merit
cigarettes. The last remnantsofeight-
ies America. My generation. Me and
Ronnie Reagan together forever.
Would these people underst, wasted
youth. America's funniest home vid-
eos and Motley Crue on the weekends
driving down to the beach or your
friends house. . Always wasted, just
wasting away.
At around 5:30 Greyhound finally
issued the boarding call for the
westbound bus to Cleveland and Chi-
cago. I had trouble waking both Mei
and the freak up and by the time we
got to the side of the bus it had been
almost totally filled. There were two
seats left and the driver had decided
on making it a lottery between Mei,
the freak and myself. Suddenly Mei
excused herself saying she had to go
to the lady's room. While the freak
and I talked to the driver I caught a
glimpse of her whispering quickly
into the ear of a sleepy but official
looking Chinese gentleman. A few
minutes later two security officers
leaped from behind the New York
City bus and slammed the freak into
the side of our coach with such force
that the freak's nose broke and blood
flew everywhere.
"Remember Adam Katz! Remem-
ber Adam Katz! I'm clean you pigs!
I don't got nothing on me man The
freak was in a panic now. These were
notpolice but terminal thugs out for a
revenge built of lust and cheap speed.
We got our seats as they were lead-
ing him away to the security office
behind the ticket window. The freak
was thrashing and chanting, pissing
himself and on anyone else unlucky .
enough to get close. Mei just smiled
to herself and fell asleep. I finished
off my coke bottle and settled back to
slumber, it had been brutish thing to
do but it was necessary to once again
set right the human food chain. The
bus roared on for Cleveland.
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O'Neal selected for internship
in new Clinton Administration
NEWS SERVICES RFT FASE
Larry O'Neal. Jr, a Wooster senior
from Cleveland, has been awarded an
internship that will provide for him a
rare opportunity lo get an insider's
view of the transfer empower in Wash-
ington, D.C. this spring.
O'Neal has been selected to partici-
pate in the Public Service Internship
Program at the Executive Office of
the President for the 1993 spring se-
mester and will be an eyewitness to
the transition to the administration of
President Bill Clinton.
He is one of 20 students from col-
leges and universities throughout the
nation to have been selected for the
three month program out of nomina-
tions solicited from over 200 institu-
tions.
A sociology major, O'Neal will
work in one of the agencies of the
Executive Office of the President.
Those agencies, which include the
Office of Administration, the Office
of Management and Budget, and the
Council ofEconomic Advisers among
others, support and advise the Presi-
dent in the policy and adnunistrative
decisions made in areas from the fed-
eral budget to national security.
Besides gaining the hands-o-n ex-
perience of working on specific
projects with one of those agencies,
O'Neal and the other interns will par-
ticipate in several seminars to be pre-
sented by senior official on current
issues in government. He also will
have the opportunity to observe con-
gressional action and win interview at
least three government executives and
prepare wnoen reports on each inter-
view.
Tarry O'Neal has demonstrated a
(ximbination of talent and determina-
tion throughout his time at Wooster,
and he certainly has earned this won-
derful opportunity," said R. Stanton
Hales, vice president for academic
affairs at Wooster. "We could not be
more pleased for Larry."
O'Neal recently completed his se-
nior Independent Study project, in
which he examined the relative im-
pacts of the subculture of violence
and economic deprivation on violent
behavior.
O'Neal participated in a summer
internship program at the University
of Wisconsin-Madiso- n during the
summer of 1991 and plans to persue
graduate studies in sociology follow-
ing his graduation from Wooster in
May.
This is an exciting opportunity,"
explained O'NeaL "With the change
in administrations, so many things
will be in flux that it will be a fascinat-
ing time to watch the government
work."
O'Neal will begin the internship on
February 14 and will be in Washing-
ton through early May.
A graduate of John Marshall High
School, O'Neal is the sen of Adria
O'Neal of Meadowvale, in
SHOW
YOUR
FACE
Varsity teams seek sun
LYDIA AMERSON
KRISTEN WHTTAKER
Staff Writers
Sun, sand and sea sounds like an
idyllic Christmas vacation? It did to
the men's and women's swim teams
too until they hit the water for their
first practice down in Fort Lauder-
dale. The teams traveled down to
Florida for ten days over the Winter
Break to get in some intensive train-in-g
before they came home to face the
final stretch of their season.
Each morning started with a 5:43
wake up call and a 6.00 am plunge
into icy water before the sun had even
come up. Practice lasted for twohours
in an Olympic sized pool (twice the
length of Wooster's pool) across the
street from the hotel . After this was
over, they could go to McDonald's
for breakfast and back to the hotel
room for a quick nap before their
second practice of the day.
At 12 in the afternoon, under a
blazing sun, the team piled into two
mini vans to take them on the 20
minute drive to their afternoon work-
out at a local high school pooL Once
the two rigorous hours of practice
were over, the rest of the day was free.
The practices down in Florida are
designed to be the hardest of the year
and they are essential in the develop-
ment of each swimmers' season. The
difficulty of the practices was bourne
outby the fact that much of the swim-me- n'
free tune was spent sleeping
(usually on the beach).
The learn also participated in some
1
PROCH0ICE AMERICA
P Planned Frenthood"- -
Tht ia onm anrwverwy celebration you cot! afford to miss. In 1973 tf U.S. Supreme Court ruled tut a woman's
right to chooM to haw an abortion is lundamental as sacred as our right to freedom of religion or our right to apeak
without fear.
Now. 20 years later, twl freedom is wea)ened by court deatioo and menaced by right-win- g xtremitt in stats
legislatures and in the sfreets.
The atectkxi of a rxrw president oper the
to choose.
But tis Nstonc ocoortunity wil slip away if prorx
To show that tw overwhekning majority of Americans are pro-choic- e. Planned Parenthood win mark the 20
anwen&toftededtkxxtycotocurdeilw thousands of photographs on "Walls of Freedom" here and
in stale capitals, cities, and towns across tie countty. Join wim your rieigriborestidsiends to Show Your Fs
of t Freedom of Choice Act. which wi codify floe as federal taw. rxotectiixj al wonien natioriw
The Johnson House Planned Parenthood Aftiliale will be sponsoring opportuni-
ties for students, faculty and staff to have their photograph taken for a College
of Wooster "Wall of Freedom" during lunch on Wednesday. Thursday, and
Friday. January 20 - 22 in the lobby of Lowry Center. A variety of Wormation
regarding Roe v. Wade and Planned Parenthood will be available. In addition,
Show Your Face" T-Shi- rts wM be sold for $1 0 each day.
Moore takes basketball to West coast
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Features Editor
The College of Wooster men's basketball team took a 5 day trip to
Ontario, California over the winter break to play against some Clalifornian
teams and see the sights in the Los Angeles area. But Coach Steve Moore
said the excursion was more than just fun and basketball. They were sent to
spread the name of Wooster to the western part of the country.
Moore said the purpose ofthe five-da- y trip was toj3rovidegood exposure
for the college," enhancing Woosters name kJentiacation through newspa-
per publicity of the games. The team represented the College of Wooster to
paststudents as well as prospective, joining in-to- wn alumnae atabruncheon.
And of course the basketball team played basketball. The team practiced
in a borrowed college gym and played games against schools in the area.
Moore said the experience was "challenging."
With California at their fingertips, the team found other ways in which
to occupy their time. They reported that they enjeryed the beacktJiscovered
an island, attended a boat show and spent one full day at Universal S tudios.
They also visited Beverly Hills, where Scott Meech proudly purchased a
$22 pair of boxer shorts from the posh Rodeo Drive shopping district
Moore insisted that most of the money for the trip came from sources
outside the college, citing "Downtown Rebounders" as a contributor.
rather unorthodox training methods
while on the trip. One afternoon, the
whole team plunged into the ocean
for a nationally televised ocean mile
swim. Unbeknowngst to the team, a
blanket of man-o-w- ar was headed
right for them. Several people from
Wooster were stung, although none
of them had to go to the hospital like
some swimmers from other teams.
The swimmers weren't the only ones
to enter, the coaches also braved the
waves and swam to a first place finish
for their ocean relay.
This was not the only time die team
PTan--U TanningWoosters newest and best tanning facility
7 Sunquest Wolff beds Diamond sun bulbs
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over break
competed with other teams in Fort
Lauderdale. They swam in a meet
made upentirery ofrelays at the Swim-
ming Hall ofFame. Wooster finished
in the top for Div. IH teams out of a
field that held all divisions as well as
at least one team from Canada. Indi-
viduals from the teams alsocompeted
in a 400 and 100 meter meet.
Now, if you see a bunch of tan
people walking around campus, you'll
know they earned those tans. Don't
be too jealous, unless you were up
training at 6 am on New Years Day
and don't have a tan to show for it.
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It's a brand new year .
time for some changes
As with every January 1,
the beginning of this year
has been cause for many
people to reflect on 1992
and make resolutions for the
365 days to come. Down in
the Voice office, I've had an
opportunity to reflect on
some of the big stories from
last semester, and I've come
up with some things that I
believe the adrninistradon
(or whoever is really in
charge here) should resolve
to do in 1993.
Well, first of all, it's getting pretty
close to thetiniewfienPhKident Henry
Copeland sends us a letter telling stu-
dents exactly how much their tuitions
will be increased for the 1993-199- 4
academic year. This year, I think the
College should resolve to decrease
student tuitions by the same percent-
age that they decreased the faculty.
Here's my idea: I think that students
should get a five percent tuition cut,
since next year there will be five per-
cent fewer faculty members at The
College of Wooster, as a result of
EPCs faculty cuts.
This clearly translates into fewer
classes being offered, as well as a
fewer number of salaries for the Col-
lege to pay. Even if tuitions don't
directly pay professors' salaries, the
money the College will save in 1993
by "maintaining the student-facult- y
ratio" cctddcemmlybedeductedfrom
student tuitions.
And speaking of professors and
classes, I think the College needs to
establish for itself in the coming year
a long-ran-ge plan for what kinds of
classes will be offered, so that campu-
s-wide uproar over decisions to cut
programs or professors will be elimi-
nated. Part of the problem is that I
don't think anyone is really sure what
our educational goals should be at
Wooster. We're all told that weTe
here getting a liberal arts education,
but what does that mean, really? I'm
not convinced that the adrninistration
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is sure either.
As the College works to
draft its long range plan, I
believe itmust identify, and
resolve to remain commit
ted to, the .tenets of true
liberal arts education.
The next thing I think the
College should resolve to
do in lyyj is to re-eval- uate
the way security on cam-
pus works. Students say it
doesni work because secu
rity is ineffective, and se-
curity says it needs more money and
personnel from the College. It also
says that students need to stop con
tributing to security problems by leav
ing doors propped for their friends
and just generally being careless.
Well, I agree that students need to
think more about how they can help
security doa better job, if for no other
reason than self-interestedn- ess. And,
if students aren't going to do their
pans to try io Keep tneir Deiongmgs
secure, they really ought not to com-
plain when they get stolen.
But, security needs to think a Utile
too. For instance, we can assume that
the security guard posted at the door
of the bookstore was there to make
sure we didn't steal books or each
other's book bags. That was a nice
gesture, but honestly, what purpose
did that serve? Since 25 thefts occured
on campus over Christmas Break
alone, when students weren't even
here, I wonder if maybe security
wouldn't do better to try to find who-
ever it was (and it probably wasn't a
student) who stole the estimated
$13,000 worm ofpeople's stuffwhile
we were all off campus.
Sure, in theory it makes sense to tell
students to take precautions, but the
logistics of trying to take home every
possesion valued at over five bucks
are pretty unrealistic Inl993,Ithink
the College should work with the
security office to improve operations,
continued on page 6, col. S
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Subjective view of truth
as valid as universalism
,. ,iimimf
Cotumnist
Over the breaklthumbed
through a book by Allen
Bloom called The Closing
of the American Mind. It 'Crr
was interesting despite its
preachy, enraged tone.
Later on I met up with
some friends at the home of h -the searchfor universal truth iumm(also known as St John's
College). While sitting
around over half cooked
tortellini, stale bread, and
cheap red wine we had a
little discussion about Mr. Bloom's
book and the present state of post
secondary school American students.
What Bloom said, among other
things, was that students today have
become toocomfortable with the ideas
of relativism and nihilism. Accord-
ing to Bloom, universities and col-
leges, in their attempts to become
more diverse and
.
multi --cultural,
have inadvertently was quickly
told students to upon from
stop questioning told thai
"universal topics"
and have allowed Wooster are
students to cop-o- ut andthatl merely
of thinking. He as the latesteven goes so far as
'swarmed
allflanks and
schools like
lolling thought
registered
casualty.
to say that it
doesn't matter what universal istic
dogma students are given, no matter
how sweeping or absurd, as long as it
induces them to search for "truth."
It was my misfortune (being sur
rounded by universalists) to dare say
that I disagreed with the general con
clusions that Bloom argued in his
book. I was quickly swarmed upon
from all flanks and told that schools
like Wooster, which believe in the
subjective view of the universe, are
killing thought and that I merely reg-
istered as the latest casualty.
This greatly annoyed me.
What I think needs to be accom
plished by people who go to schools
like ours (and believe in the relativis- -
tic philosophy) is a justification for
7 UlroS ve
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why a subjective view of
the truth isjust as valid to be
taught as some form of uni-
versal objectivism. Bloom
himself (though he was a
believer in the existence of
some form of universal
truth) admits that relativ-
ism might not be wrong.
We need to show scholars
like him that, as students of
a diversified relative belief
system, we can still ques
tion and engage in mean-
ingful exchanges with each other and
not declare every complex issue null
and void because "it's all relative and
nothing matters." -
Our ultimate goal should be toprove
that the only difference between the
noble lie ofa university that insists on
the existence of some form of cosmic
universalism, and the university that
makes a pretense
toward relativism,
is the maturity of
the student
needed to investi-
gate the latter. We
should prove to
the aging intellec-
tuals who refuse
to read anything
from the existen-
tialists to the present, that the mature
student who embraces relativism has
merely abandoned the crutch that is '
the presupposition of the existence of
one form of truth.
Let us send them a message that we
are not so helpless or simple minded
as to require some paternalistic as-
sumption, like truth exists and it exists
in one form, to get us to explore our
lives and the values our society holds.
If this could be accomplished then it
would symbolize one of the greatest
achievements our generation could
make for itself.
I would like to see how good 'ole
pretentious, ethnically insensitive
Allen Bloom would react to this. Too
bad he's dead.
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Letters
'It's easy to blame others for misfortune,
but you contributed to these burglaries'
Toall students who were victims of
the Thanksgiving and Fall Break bur-
glaries, I worked during Thanksgiv-
ing Break on student patroL I read
your letter warning other students to
remove expensive items from their
rooms. This is valuable advice. How-
ever, this information has been re-
peatedly advised by the Security De-
partment. You so eloquently warned
woostcr students to protect them-
selves from theft, as if these burglar-
ies could not have been avoided by
the students. Now, I warn you and all
Woostcr students to be aware that
your fellow students leave doors and
windows open for pizza deliveries
and other students. Also, when stu
College putting image before safety;
Students must become more aware
THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER'S IMAGE IS BEING
PUT BEFORE YOUR SAFETY!!!
Has anyone noticed what is going on?
How could you when the emergency
phone in front of Kenarden blends in
with the shrubbery that surrounds it?l
An unprecedented chain of thefts is
currently takin g place on this campus,
and very little attention is being paid.
During Thanksgiving Break alone,
over $13 .000 worth of staco com-
puters, VCR's, TV's, clothing, CDs,
and CD players were stolen from six
different rooms. That's enough to
buy 433J kegs or a brand new Ford
Escort. Over Christmas break, an-
other 23 break-in- s have occurred with
total losses stiH being calculated. -
Instead of reacting to these mon-
strous violations of our safety, not to
SGA interested in student opinion of
proposed faculty guidebook project
To all students:
For the last several weeks, SGA has
been working on the idea of a faculty
guidebook and at this point have de-
cided to ask for a student response.
The purpose of this book would be
to provide students, especially first-ye- an
with a means for deciding upon
which professors can best provide
what a student is looking for, other
than the word of mouth method.
The information on each professor
would be divided into four sections.
The first would include a brief sum-
mary of the professor's bkgraphical
information (degrees, areas of spe-
cialty ,etc). The second section would
be a self-evaluati-on of the professor's
strengths and unique characteristics.
The third and fourth sections would
be comprised ofresponses taken from
junior and senior majors in that
profesors fieldconcerning topics such
as the effectiveness of the professor's
dents leave for break they leave win-
dows open, and if a student occupies
the same room or house they are vul-
nerable to their fellow students' neg-
ligence. Naive students practice these
activities oblivious to the possibility
that other students and non-studen- ts
can enter through these openings, his
easy to blame others for your misfor-
tune, but you and other students con-tribut- ed
to these burglaries.
MARGUERITE JOHNSTON
sophomore
Editor's note: This letter was re-
ceived before news of the numerous
burglaries over Winter Break.
mention the law, in a mature and
responsible way, which is the least of
what they expect of their students, the
various departments on this campus
are conveniently pointing fingers at
each other instead of looking within
their own ranks. We, ourselves as
students, should look within outranks
and reach the realization that noone is
beyond suspicion. We all must be
more aware of our personal safety.
If anyone shares our concerns re-
garding this injustice, please direct
your calls and letters to Dean
Plusquelkc who is the security liai-
son in the dean's office. Maybe if
enough of us show sincere concern
regarding this matter, it will be ad-
dressed appropriately.
A few concerned students
teaching methods, as well as things
which students may be interested in
knowing which aren't available in a
course catalogue.
It is important to remember that this
is not an evaluation of the professors,
and it is not designed for the purpose
of destroying a professor's career.
The SGA has discussed this matter
thoroughly and is at this point unde-
cided as to how to approach it There-
fore, the decision is now up to you
whether this guidebook becomes a
reality.
Thank you for taking the time to
read this article, and please fill out the
survey that will be distributed to stu-de- nts
through the Voice.
Student Government Association
For more information on the pro-
posedfaculty guidebook, see the De-
cember 11, 1992 issue ofThe Voice.
NOTE: Letters must contain the writer's full name, address, and
telephone number in order to be considered for publication.
Letters can notexceed300words. The Voicestaffreserves the right
to hold or edit any letter which it receives.
Clinton's school decision
sings a hypocritical tune
There was an ad that used
to run in the New York
Times several years ago. It
said: "Your heart may be in
the right place, butare you?"
I was upset to hear last
week that Bill Clinton is
sending his daughter to an
cute private school in D.C.
This really disturbed me
since both Hillary and Bill
have been avid supporters
of public education.
If it was Chelsea's deci-
sion to go to the school, I feel badly
for the bind it has put Bill and Hilary
in. Considering they are both strong
advocates of integrated public educa-
tion, it is at best awkward for them to
send Chelsea to Cidwell Friends
School, it is at worst hypocritical.
What they are saying to me is "yes,
I strongly believe that there should be
integrated public education, but not
with my child." That is like saying
"yes, I believe that blacks should be
able to live wherever they want, but
not in my ndghborhood." One of the
greatest problems in this country is
that people believe things in prin-
ciple, but when it comes to actin g out
that principle, they sing a very differ-
ent tune. When it comes down to
sending their child to a public school.
or living in an integrated area,peoples
actions speak louder than their words.
As for the arguments that Clinton's
daughter will be safer in a private
schools and it would be very difficult
for secret service agents to operate in
the public schools, I don't but it Amy
Carter went to a D.C public school
and did not have difficulties.
I understand that it is difficult to
sacrifice your daughter's education
for a principle, but I do not believe
that Chelsea's education would have
My short diatribe ...
I'm hoping the cameras
stay on Clinton at his inau-
guration Wednesday dur-
ing The Grateful Dead per-
formance. I want to see
him be the people's politi-
cian he professes to be and
smoke some pot wiih the
rest of the crowd after be-
ing sworn into office.
I'm also hoping that the
College comes down from
its thin-a-ir pedestal and fig
ures out that the recent thefts
were an inside job. Could happen.
The College seems as clueless on
the robberies as George Bush is on
domestic affairs. An internal investi-
gation of the the security, bousing,
custodial, and maintenance depart-me-ms
would be good, but the admin-
istration doesn't seem to want to ad--,
mit that only an insider could have
pulled off the over 20 thefts.
I think the administration realizes
that someone has access to some mas-
ter keys anddid some Christmas shop-
ping, but they won't admit it because
there is an image to maintain.
Copeland realizes what happened.
Feature Editor
Editor-in-Oa- tf
to be sacrificed. It was inw
podant to my parents that I
attend an inner city public
school and any deficien-
cies they found in my aca-
demic or intellectual de-
velopment they would
supplement. They also got
very involved with improv-
ing my school; my mother
even ended up running for
the school board. Itis funny
how schools improve when
public officials' children
attend them. I learned things in my
inner city school that I could never
have learned in a cush yprivate schooL
The social experiences I had there I
would never trade. People are always
pointing to the deficiencies in urban
public schools, but there are assets
found in urban schools that Chelsea
will probably miss at Cidwell Friends.
Urban schools do well at teaching
diversity and difference. They dowell
at teaching people to be resourceful
and make due when there is scarcity.
I know it is insane to compare what
I went through with Chelsea's experi-
ences. To be certain that at whatever
school she chooses to attend, it will be
difficult being the President's daugh-
ter. It is just that in our postmodern
era, the President has become more of
a symbolic figurehead than an agent
wiih real power and his actions are
symbolically important Clinton, like
other public officials, should put his
money where his mouth is. If public
servants don't send there kids to pub-
lic schools, who will?
One of Clinton's biggest claims is
that he understands what life is like
for the common person and can em-
pathize with the average Joe. I won-
der ifChelsea will be able to claim the
same thing.
He has mentioned reim-
bursement, but shouldn't
stop there.
The school must concen-
trate its efforts on me future
to prevent this type of thing.
Granted, security did triple
its patrol over the break, but
20 burglaries took place
right under its nose, so the
break patrol should be
beefed up even more. The
school recommends that
students take valuables
home over the breaks, but that's a lot
to ask. The College also has to offer
a storage program for breaks; they
mighteven make some money from it
instead of having to compensate stu-
dents for their losses. .
Obviously something has to be
done, and the school knows it. The
administration simply doesn't want
to admit it publicly yet They will
work to remedy the problem at some
point,especially considering the pres-
sure they're getting, but they'll keep
Wooster's image clean by keeping
their mouths shut And that's okay, as
long as some kind of action is taken.
New Year is
good time to
make changes
at the College
continuedfrom page 5
and to ensure that our campus is as
safe as possible.
In 1993, 1 think that the College
should strive to improve the physical
conditions of the buildings and
grounds.
There are several things that I have
noticed that could be bettered. For
instance, people are moving out of
Kenarden because the College still
hasn't done anything about the see-throu- gh
shades. This affects notonly
the people who live in Kenarden, but
the people who walk by (although
people walking by might not be too
upset that they can see into people's
rooms -- get my point?) And while I
recognize that Kenarden is the height
of human physical comfort, it is clear
that some people's emotional well
being is threatened by a lack of pri-
vacy and a lack of safety. I think in
1993 the college should resolve to
keeppeople both physically and emo-
tionally safe on campus.
In othCT buildings and grounds con-
siderations, I can respect theCollege's
desire to preserve the quaxntness of
the institution, but I think in lyyj.the
College should resolve to repair the
crumbling mortar between the bricks
on the walkways on campus.
I've seen many people stumble as
they used the main walkway from
Lowry to Kauke. In addition, any
woman who has had to wear heels on
the bricks knows thatboth her ankles
and shoes have been ruined trying to
tiptoe across the gaps between the
bricks. It may be a small inconve-
nience, perhaps, but it is a persistent
one.
Finally, in 1993, 1 think the college
needs to start to pay more attention to
student opinion and less attention to
its wallet After all, I think $18,600
ought to buy a little leeway.
Some examples of the ways in
which students are "nickled and dimed
to death," as a friend of mine put it,
include the way our meaVhousing
plan works, the fart that students have
to buy a special adaptor box if they
want to watch television, and the fact
that if you forget your LD you get
charged for the meals you've eaten if
you forget tocancel the charge within
three days.
I wonder how much money the
college makes from current students
who simply forgot to cancel their
charge slips.
These have been a few examples of
issues I've seen brought up in the
pages of the Voice and by students on
campus so Car this year. There are
obviously other things which could
be changed or improved upon, and
you may agree or disagree that the
college needs to make the resolutions
rve brought up. But hey, it's a brand
new year, and a chance to do things
better than they've been done before.
I hope that the roltege takes this op-
portunity, not only this year, but in
every new year.
''tit; V; ' J t - j
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PEAK YOUR MIND "
What isyourNew Year's resolutionfor1993?
7
JASON HUDSON
senior
To run fast and to find a wife"
days of this weather. Why isWooster
destined to receive the cold shoulder
from Mother Nature? Is this weather
an Ohio phenomenon that we out-of-stat-ers
do notunderstand? Aftercon-
sulting with several students as to the
reasons behind this lame-duc-k treat-
ment I have come up with several
traits of Wooster's climate. First, in
terms ofprecipitation, Wooster is the
garbage capital of the world. It seems
as if whatever the rest of the country
throws away, we receive. Every bit of
refuse from other climates is carefully
steered in our direction. Secondly,
throughout the months of January,
February and March there is the"per-petually5pjiL"stagemwhichgk- wrny
clouds overhang Wooster for weeks
atatime. When one steps outside, one
can't tell whether it is5ajn-.5p.n-x, or
high noon, the sky is always me same.
Aside from Wooster, why is the
weather such an enigmatic entity.
People either act confused by the
weather orcomplain it is too extreme.
After waUingcountiess hours of tele-
vision over the holidays I have con-
cluded that wrieatherpersons on tele-
vision know absolutely nothing. More
interesting however is their diseased
behavior in which they use vague
tenns and arcane language to describe
the weather. Phrases like "Snow
squalls", "Scattered showers", and
and provide
a nice cover for the weatherperson's
integrity, just in case some man called
theTV station and complained after it
rained on his Labor Day picnic?
Since the weatherpeople know that
they are powerless, they try and divert
our attention to just about anything
-
.
..
ROB ANDERSON CHARDEBREE CHRIS MAHER
junior sophomore ' junior
To eat as much Lowry pudding as To quit smoking and to get at least a To get off my bum ankle."
possible." 3.0t"
Why Wooster weather
Since we have returned
to school this past Sunday,
the weather in Wooster has
been cloudy with continual
rain, sleet, or snow. Five
w
Gue
Color coded maps
Ielse.and graphs with lunarphases and ocean water
temperatures, animated
douds that swirl across the
screen like my childhood Spirograph
set, 100th birthday announcements,
and even adopt-a-p- et of the month
segments; all of these are distractions
that are used to fool the viewer into
thinking that the weatherpeopleknow
what they are talking about
Even more fascinating is the amount
of complaining mat people do be-
cause of the weather. The process of
assigning blame is especially inter-estin- g.
Weathermen talk about the
cold, Canadian air mat descends from
the North which combine with low
pressuresysterns from thesouth, caus-
ing winter storms. It'salmostasifour
good friends and neighbors, the Ca-
nadians, willed this cold air in our
direction with intentions ofwreaking
havoc upon us. We even personify
tropkstomwandhurrkanes bygiv-
ing them names so that when we see
their damage we can look up to the
sky and curse them by name.
Why then mis personal vendetta
against bad weather? The ultimate
reality is that we are able to do nothing
about it, yet we can't stop talking
about it. In fact we have an entire
television station devoted to merely
babbling about our climate. The new
science of chaos lells us exactly why
we are unable to predict the weather,
and yet we ingore its advice. Talking
about the weather is unavoidable, it is
a universal conversation piece. And
even if it were sunny and warm every
day of the year people would com-
plain about lack of variety. So next
time you want to know what the
weather is like don't turn on the tele-
vision, look outside your window,
and don't gripe to yourroomate about
how awful the weather is.
On
the
right
eggs in one basket the old, tired
Democratic leadership.. We can't go
for this violence and sex in ran music.
We need real empowerment and in-
dependence!" Now to me this state-
ment sounds similar to what Malcolm
X was attempting to convey during
his post-Mec- ca era. However, this
statement was made by Armstrong
Williams, a prominent Black conser-
vative, in a recent Wall Street Journal
interview.
My point is this. SomeofMalcolm's
more fundamental beliefs, such as
self-responsibil- ity and individual lib
erty, are traits of modem day conser-
vatism. Therefore, if Malcolm was
alive today, is it possible he would
align himself with the likesofClarence
Thornas,Thomas SowelL Armstrong
Williams, and other Black conserva
tives?
Some may answer with a resound
ing "no." I believe, though, that on
some points he would.
Columnist
Compiled by ALF THOMPSON. Public Opinion Editor
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Take for instance the be-
liefs of individual liberty
and self-responsibil- ity.
Both Clarence Thomas and
Armstrong Williams claim
that their fathers and grand-
fathers instilled in them the
importance of "doing it on
yourown." I find that many
times Malcolm X was say-
ing the same thing (Lc,"see
foryourself, listen for your-
self, think for yourselr) by
telling his followers not to
depend on other
GERBEN WEITENBERG
first-ye- ar student
To quit smoking and to go to the
movies."
Black Republicans bring with them
the subtle conservatism of Malcolm X
Over the break I was able
to view Spike Lee's
"Malcolm X." Even though
I was hesitant to pay eight
dollars to support a project
of Spike's, I felt that to re-
main culturally literate I
should go. IadmitDenzel
Washington was power-
fully persuasive. But for
me the most gratifying part
of the experience was lis-
tening to some of
Malcolm's "post-Mecc- a"
thoughts. Itmay be hard tobelieve for
some, but portions of what Malcolm
X stated struck chords ofmodem day
political conservatism.
"We need to re-educ- ate the Afri
can-Ameri- can mind," he declares.
his voice rising. "We can t put all our
people, more spe--
cificaiiy white Some of Malcom's more
this may sound fundamental beliefs, such
likeaseparaust te-
net, I try to look at
it as a positive,
such as individual
liberty.
Secondly,
Malcolm X even-
tually developed a
strong set of tradi-
tional values. I've
heard some Black
scholars, like
Jawanza Kunjufu,
whohas spoken at
Wooster, who
as self-responsibi- lity and
claim Mr.Xwould
not want young people to wear "X"
hats or t-sh- irts if they drank alcohol,
smoked, or did drugs, because
Malcolm X was against these prac-
tices.
In addition, the reason Malcolm X
left me Nation of Islam is because he
discovered the alleged marital infi-
delity of its leader.
These strong traditional beliefs
mightbe reasons why he would have
a problem with another leader, our
president-ele- ct (he always did have a
distaste for "white, liberal do-gooder- s").
It is a good sight to see people like
Armstrong Williams bringing tenets
of Malcolm X like "individual lib-
erty" and Martin Luther King Jr.'s
"character notcolor" to the GOP. Mr.
Williams uses these ideas to become
an opponent of the welfare system
which he finds to be another form of
slavery. Hedetestsmulo-culturaledu-catio- n
by stating "why do I have to go
back to Africa to
understand my
individual liberty, are traits
of modern day
conservatism ifMalcolm
was alive, is it possible he
would align himself w&ft
the likes of Clarence
Thomas, Thomas SowelL,
Armstrong Williams, and
otherB lack conservatives?
roots? My roots
are here! This is
my home." And
he defends prayer
in public schools.
Despite these be-
liefs he com-
mands respect
from Black offi-
cials because they
all feelhe has kept
his "roots in the
Black communi-
ty-it
is my hope
that leaders like
SowelL Thomas,
- and Williams
continue to bring
diversity to the GOP, not by diversity
ofcolor, butby the greatest diversity:
the diversity of the mind. And as they
do this, they bringwith them the subtle
conservatism of Malcolm X.
Clinton Watch: He's pulling
"Clintons." Forgetaboutthatpledged
middle-clas- s tax cut Forget about
public scnools, Chelsea likes SidwelL
NAFTA is now a good idea for BilL
. r 7
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Friday, Jan 15
SAB Recruitment Fair!
Learn more about SAB --
1 1 ajn. -- 1 pjn. in Lowry
Lobby
Video in The Underground
8 pjn. - Hunt for Red
October SSO
9 pjn. - 11 pjn.-Wi- n
free games at Scot Lanes with
Red Pin Special
Saturday, Jan 16
Come to Mateer and see the film
Patriot Games at 7:30 pjn. and
10 pjn. -- SI
Sunday, Jan 17
Enjoy the Classic Film Dance,
Girl, Danceat70pjn. in Mateer.
FREE!
Wednesday, Jan 20
Loving Life Jewelry and Acces-
sory Sale, 10 am. - 7 pjn. in
Lowry Lounge
Enjoy vklecsmTte Underground!
S.50
8 pjn. Major League
10 pjn. La Bamba
Welcome back!
Ensemble to bring Negro spiritual tradition alive
Officer Clemmons ;
of 'Mister Roger's9 ; .
started group with
purpose in mind
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A&E Editor
When Francois Clemmons (widely
Roger's Neighborhood") started
the eight-memb- er Harlem Spiritual
Ensemble, which will perform in
McGaw Chapel on Thursday at 7
pjnhehadonepurDosemmind to
revive the authentic tradition of the
Negro spiritual.
To our knowledge." he' states,
"there are no other professional per-
forming groups dedicated to present-
ing the original stylization of Negro
spirituals.
To this end, the ensemble performs
with no amplification and only drum
and piano accompaniment.
Clemmons writes,"The spirituals need
to be heard as close as possible to the
way the slaves sang them because
they were powerful songs. I call them
songs of healing. He points to the
difference between gospel and the
spiritual. "While gospel is a 20th
ceotxxy urban an form you can trace
lo specific composers, spirituals are a
rural tradition associated with farm-
ing. The lyrics came from the Old and
New testaments,preached by the slave
masters, who were teaching African- -
) &-- 7. . . - --f i I i
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The Harlem Spiritual Ensemble will perform in McGaw Chapel on Thursday at 7 pjn.
Americans the religion of compl-
iance"
In qpite of this, though, spirituals
were often sung in defiance of the
slave master. Songs like-Ste- al Away"
were actually coded messages telling
slaves to escape the plantation on the
Underground Railroad. "Go Down
These Stones are gathering moss:
End of an era for a rock band
Recently, Bill Wyman, the bassist
and eldest member of the Rolling
Stones, left the band, without really
saying why, thus signaling the end of
perhaps one of the greatest rhythm
sections in the history ofrock and roll
(yes, Charlie Wans is still hanging in
there).
This puts the Rolling Stones into an
interesting position. As a new bassist
is found (probably a faceless, compe-
tent, young idolizer of the Glimmer
Twins), and a new album is started,
the question is: just how many per-
sonnel will quit and be replaced be-
fore the Stones dissolve?
The scary thing is. at this point, it
does not look like the Stones will
break up in the relatively near future.
Notat least until they're all in nursing
homes. Yes, the Stones have not only
become a band, they have become an
institution. Mick Jagger said some-
thing in the latest issue of Rolling
Stone to the extent that Keiih Richards,
Charlie Watts and he are the core of
the Stones' sound, and ifone of those
three people left the band, the band
would dissolve.
Whatararionalirarion. Bui Wyman
was as integral to the band probably
more than Charlie Warts, and perhaps
only slightly less than Keith Richards.
When Wans
leaves, Mick
will prob-
ably shrug
his shoul
Suif Wnied
ders and say that only Keith and him-
self are the true Stones. Then when
Keith leaves, Mick will hold up his
hands and declare that he is the Roll-
ing Stones, and continue to recycle
personnel.
So a new al-
bum is being
made. I doubt
that many
people are going
to listen to it It
sounds very
cynicaL But its
the truth; the last
generation of
young fans that the Stones attracted
into buying the majority of their al-
bums (lets face facts, the average age
of a music purchaser is fifteen) are
raising kids that would much rather
listen to Kris Kress than a bunch of
guys older than their parents.
You might get the impression that I
hate the Rolling Stones. Why, that's
simply not true. I consider them one
of the better bands of the last thirty
years, not as much with their grunt
staples but with their more sophist-
icated, powerful songs witness
"Child of the Moon", "Lady Jane",
Time Waits for No One", etc, etc.
All that I'm saying is that I do not
want the Stones to turn into a farce, a
charade, five men merely going
through the motions. It would be a
tragedy to see them simply not know
when the game was over.
But then again, I could be com- -
The scary thing is, at this point, it does
not look like the Stones will break up in
the relatively nearfuture. Not at least
until they're all in nursing homes.
pletely oft Like all great musicians,
the Rolling Stones have an uncanny
ability to redefine and resurrect them-
selves and their creativity. People
were predicting their decline for so
long Altamont. the death of Brian
Jones, the muddled solo projects of
the 80's. Yet who knows? They
might be around creating more good
music for another thirty years. But
they just better make sure the hearing
aids are turned up as loud as possible.
Moses" sung in the presence of the
slave masters was a call to open rebel-
lion.
Because of their distinctiveness and
historical signi ficance, Cfcmmonsbe-lieve- s
that spirituals are as valid a
musical form as an Italian aria and
worthy of the same academic respect-H-e
writes, "With respect to the his-
tory of American Negro Spirituals,
the Harlem Spiritual Ensemble at-
tempts to sing these songs as closely
as possible to the original interpreta-
tions." Clemmons, who arranges the
songs, focuses on routing out any
trace of modern harmonies added
through the years as well as all "cor-
rection" of the pronunciations. He-believ-es
that just as a foreign-langua- ge
song has its specific pronuncia
tions, a Negro spiritual has rules that
should be studied and followed to
preserve its tradition. Therefore, in a
performance by the Harlem Spiritual
Ensemble, "Lord" is pronounced
"Lawd" and "them" is pronounced
"dem."
The Harlem Spiritual Ensemble just
completed a month-lon-g tour of Italy
and will debut in Japan in Tokyo on
April 1 1, 1993. They also announce
the release of their second album on
Arcadia Records entitled "Free At
Last" and dedicated to the memory of
the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A
songbook entitled "Spirituals for To-
day will be made available as ofMay
1, 1993 and will contain spirituals
from their first two albums as well as
many other songs.
TOP POP ALBUMS
1
.
) SOUNDTRACK THE BODYGUARD .
2. ) GARTH BROOKS THE CHASE .
3. ) MICHAEL BOLTON TIMELESS (THE
CLASSICS)
4. ) ERIC CLAPTON , . UNPLUGGED
5. ) BILLY RAY CYRUS SOME GAVE ALL
6. ) KENNY G BREATHLESS
7. ) PEARL JAM TEN"
8. ) SHAI IE I EVER FALL'IN
LOVE
9. ) REB A MCENTIRE ITS YOUR CALL
10. ) WRECKX-N-EFFECTfAR- Z) OR SMOOTH
Used by Permission From BILLBOARD magazine. January 16, 1993
Persimmon: The
various flavors
of love potions
--Dear 'Mad
Dog People,
"I was in the
erocery store a
v.
Humor Columnist
few days ago
(1692), with a good friend of mine.
He was buying a bottle of wine in-
tended to accompany a pleasant
evening between be and his for-the-inoment-bride-- to-be.
Of course, as
soon as he said Tine wine' thought,
the wonderful elixirs of Mad Dog.'
Unfortunately, we hadn't anticipated
quite the variety offlavors the vine-
yard offered. And that set me to
thinking.
I began speculatingabout thenames
of these various flavors. Kiwi Lemon
for instance, tasted little like lemons
and less like Kiwis. WeU.okay.it
tasted like lemon in the way that
LanonFreshJoy tastes like lemonor
the way Pinesol tastes like a pine
foresL-
-I mean, ifyou ate a pine forest
for some reason.
The particular cleaning agent aside
Mad Dog simply doesn't merit being
named after fruit. It does, however,
merit being named after a color. This
is, in affect, my recommendation for
your further marketing efforts.
J.OE.
P.S..I would be especially prone to
buy products with names like purple
wine, or Vinde Wert Therefore, if I
picked up, say, a magenta bottle, I
would have some idea of what I was
getting myself into."
The response arrived a week later.
"Dear Mr. J.OJE.,
"Readyour letter, interested m wnat
you have to say, butwe don't care.
Have better plan: Introduce new line
of Alcoholic beverages with exciting
new flavors and colors! I can't (for
security reasons) tell you exactly what
we'replanrung-but-l'll give you some
hints. Cola flavor, peanut butter
crunch, andJhemasterpiece Ched-
dar! That's right the first wine with a
full day's supply of calcium!
Thank you for your concern,
Fred B. Hamond, Vice president of
publicity."
"Dear Fred,
Thanks for nothing pal, l m switch-
ing to Colt 45.40 ozs.
PJS. I writing this with my right
hand, and giving you the finger with
my left hand. And remember, in the
words of Lando Calrisean, Works
every time!"
DON'T
THROW
SHOES
Auditions
Tues. Jan. 19
& Thurs. Jan. 21
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How much more do
college athletes want?
Editor
The days ofcollege ath-
letes, especially in basket-
ball and football, playing
for their learn or their school
are over.
Players now use colleges
to showcase their talents to
the NFL and NBA. Uni-
versities serve the same
purpose that minor league
teams do for baseball, pre-
paring players to become
star athletes. And since I SpotfU
minor league baseball play-
ers are paid, college athletes should
be, too, right? Not exactly.
The obvious difference between the
two is that college players are
amatuers. But what does that mean?
It means that they have not been paid
a salary by the schools for which they
play and, they are in essence being
paid when they receive a full scholar-
ship from the school. That may save
an athlete $15,000 to $60,000 for
their entire college career. That to me
seems like enough payment for the
time and effort spent on an athletic
field. Considering how most students
have to straggle to keep up with the
rising costs of college tuitions, ath-kt- es
have it pretty good.
But for too many athletes thai isnot
enough.
On top of a free education, they
want to be paida set amount of money
each year. The argument they use is
that they are producing revenue for
the schools just like professional ath-
letes.
While this makes sense there are a
couple of problems with this. While
it is true that athletes generate revenue
for their schools, it is also true that the
cost of maintaining athletic teams
causes most colleges to lose money,
not make money. So paying its ath-
letes would puta college in even more
debt.
Another problem with paying ath-
letes is that certain teams would have
to be eliminated by universities in
order to find the money to pay foot--
ATTENTION!
ball and basketball players.
It would be pretty hard to
rationalize to a female vol-
leyball player or a male
wrestler that his team is be-
ing cut in order to fund the
more glamourous athletes
in football and basketball,
even though he put in the
same amount of effort and
time as they da It would
also be difficult to deter-
mine just how much should
be paid and to whom. How
much should football players get paid?
Should they get a percentage of the
total revenue football produces? What
about other teams, such as womens
basketball? They are generating.
Should they be paid too? We cer-
tainly are not going to pay the last
player on the bench the same amount
as we do the star player, right? They
are not generating any revenue.
These are tough questions that
should not and would not need to be
answered if the idea ofpaying college
athletes were eliminated.
One final argument against paying
college athletes stems from their com-
parison with professional athletes. The
biggest difference between profes-
sional players, especially star players,
and college players is that fans pay to
see the professionals. That is why you
see owners of baseball pay star play-e- n
millions of dollars because they
know the addition of one great player
may bring an extra five to 10 thousand
fans to a same.
Here lies the crux of the problem in
professional sports. It is not the big
salaries that the great players get that
is destroying sports, it is the average
athlete getting paid superstar money.
What makes college sports unique
is that the fans are usually paying to
see the team play, not to seea certain
player Whether it is the Duke basket-
ball team or the Michigan football
team, the fans continue to fill the seau
regardless of who is wearing their
uniforms.
It is that time of year - and women's
lacrosse practice starts Monday, Janu-
ary 18th!
If you're interested, please get in
touch with head coach Brenda Meese
or assistant coach Carrie Rose before
Jan. 18th. Call the PEC at ext. 2173 or
2497.
Call NOW!!!
Women dominate Oberlin to even record
Men suffer loss;
even afterfirst win
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
TheCollege ofWooster's women's
swim team had little trouble defeating
Oberlin Tuesday raising their season
record to 1-- 1.
The Fighting Scot women over-
powered their conference rival 169-5- 4
and took first place in every event
but two. In one event, the 100-yar- d
butterfly, the women's team com-
pletely swept the competition. Junior
All-AmericansTa-
mmy Behringerand
Katy SchneU finished first and second
respectively with senior captain
Kriken Whitaker capturing third.
Wooster's women also dominated
the freestyle events. First-ye- ar dis-
tance swimmer Suzanne Whitaker
won both the 1000 and 500 freestyle,
while first-ye- ar national qualifier
Debbie King took first place in the
200 free. Senior Ail-Americ- an Kelly
Allen finished first in the 100 freestyle
and newcomer Heather Gleason
owned the 50 freestyle.
Othernotable swims included first--
year Peggy Teale and junior captain
Lynn Whipkey's one-tw-o finish in
the 100 backstroke.
Even with the women's easy vic-
tory, head coach Keith Beckett said,
"But I had hoped that both teams
power
COLLEGE
HILLS
4600 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster. OH 44691
SWIMMING & DIVING I
would take a more focused approach
to the meet."
In the men's meet, Oberlin claimed
a 158.5-75.- 5 victory over the Scots,
dropping Wooster's record to 0-- 2.
The highlight of the meet for the
Scots was the final 400-yar-d freestyle
relay consisting of junior Chad
Coffman and first-yea- rs Greg BelL
Tadd van der Kieft and Derek
Longbrake who combined to defeat
the Yeomen.
Coffman also turned in an outstand-
ing performance in the 100 freestyle
where he bed for first and the 200
freestyle where he took second place.
In addition, senior captain Tom
Hungerford performed well captur-
ing second in both the 1000 and 500
freestyle.
This Trec&'s
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This week's Sports Challenge question is:
Which Division I college basketball team is the all-ti- me leader in
winning percentage?
A new semester has dawned and with it comes a new batch of Sports
Challenge questions for our readers. The first to call the Voice office at
extension 2598 with a correct answer will receive five dollars.
Alessonin
economics.
For Sale:
1985 Honda Accord
windows, power locks
$4595
Runs Great, 1 owner
345-520- 0 ask for Chris
Other notable swims were turned
in by junior Mike Baas who finished
second in the 200 backstroke and J.C.
Chandor who swam to a second place
finish in the 200-yar-d breaststroke.
"In general, our men lacked the
depth to contend with Oberlin. Fa-
tigue from the training trip was evi-
dent and the coaching staff hopes to
make adaptations for the teams," said
Beckett
In addition to the men's and
women's competition first-ye- ar diver
Liz Helstein dove exhibition on the
one-met- er board in an attempt to se-
cure abid to the Division National
Championships. She missed themark
by only 17 points.
Helstein will try again Saturday
when the Scots host conference rival
Wittenberg in perhaps their most im-
portant dual meet of the year. Compe-
tition begins at 1 pjn.
345-520- 0
College Hills Honda
Take advantage of the C.O.W. Connection:
Ask for Chris Alghini '92
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Wooster triumphs in
Fighting Scots go
5--2 over break
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Over Winter Break, the Fighting
Scot men's basketball squad posted a
5--2 mark. Wooster's overall record
stands at 8-- 5 overall and 4-- 3 in the
tightly-conteste- d North Coast Ath-
letic Conference.
The Scots chalked up wins over
Pomona-Pitz- er (Ca.), Wilmington,
and Lebanon Valley (Pa.) as well as
NCAC foes Oberlin and Earlham.
Wooster dropped contests to
Claremont-Mudd-Scrip- ps (Ca.) and
NCAC counterpart Kenyon.
On Dec 19 and 21, the Scots trav-
eled to the Golden State to face
Pomona-Pitz- er and Claremont-Mudd-Scrip- ps
in two exhibition contests. In
the first contest, Wooster prevailed
over the Sagehens of Pomona 62-45-.
Senior forward Brian Buchanan's 19
points and seven rebounds led the
way for the Scots. Two days later,
Wooster was upended by the Stags of
Claremont 71-5- 7.
Wooster returned home to the
friendly confines of the Armington
Field House on December 29 and 30
to participate in the 30th Annual EM.
Mose Hole Classic. This year the
Mose Hole Classic featured Redlands
(Ca.), Lebanon Valley (Pa.), and
Wilmington. In the first round, the
Scots rebounded from avery sluggish
first half to defeat Wilmington93-64- .
At the half, Wooster led by a mere
four points 32-2- 8. Junior guard Doug
Meinen turned it on the second half to
spark the Scots. Meinen chipped in
21 points, nine rebounds, and six as-
sists against the Quakers.
In the championship game of the
Classic the Scots triumphed over
Lebanon Valley 66-5- 5. Wooster was
led by sophomore forward Scott
i ... - . i
photo by PAUL BORDEN
Sophomore guard Kris Mallarnee attempts a three-poi- nt shot against
Wittenberg before break. The Scots are outscoring their opponents by
an average of 11 points a game. -
Scots looking to run over competition
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
A wealth oftalentm virtually every
event is the source of optimism for
Wooster track coach Dennis Rice as
he prepares the Scots for the upcom-in- g
indoor season.
Wooster, which finished third in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
Meet a year ago, hopes to repeat and
fvcnffroTdlqafW'itqirrf:CTWim
a strong group of returnees and some
talented newcomers.
"I think we've got another shot at
the top three," said Rice "We are a
very well-round- ed team."
In the sprint events, senior Dan
Dickey will be counted on to show the
way. Providing depth in the sprints
and the jumping events will be senior
Brian Gallagher.
Junior transfer David Bower and
sophomores Pieter Salverda and Dan
Hawesaddmore strength to the sprints,
A solid first-ye- ar class may help
immediately with Sky Green, Damon
Holmes, Jon Jones and Maivin Moore
3MEN'S BASKETBALL
Meech's 17-poi- nt, 5-rebo- und perfor-
mance.
On Jan. 2, Wooster hosted Kenyon
in a crucial NCAC showdown. The
Scots led at the half 25-2-4, but a
second-ha- lf letdown led to a 59-5-4
loss. The numbers tell the story in this
game. Woostershot62Jpercent(10- -
16) from the field in the first half,
while the Lords shot 47.1 percent (8--
17) from the field during the half. In
the second half, the Scots failed de-
fensively in allowing Kenyon to shoot
an astounding 733 percent (11-15- ),
while they shot only 40 percent (12-30- ).
The Sects took twice as many
shots in the second half , but could not
take advantage.
Wooster travelled to Oberlin to take
on the Yeomen on Jan. 6. The Scots
took out their frustrations on the Yeo-
men by handing them a decisive 90-4-2
defeat Buchanan scorched the
nets with 27 points. Buchanan also
pulled down six boards and blocked
four shots.
On Jan. 9, Wooster took on the
Earlham Quakers in Richmond, Indi-
ana and won in convincing fashion
83-5- 2. Buchanan again turned in an
outstanding performance pouring in
19 points and grabbing seven caroms.
Buchanan played his usual stingy de-
fense blocking three shots. Meech
added 18pc4ntsand7rebounds, while '
sophomore forward Doug Cline had a
14-poi- nt, 8-rebo- und performance
On Wednesday, the Scots defeated
the Allegheny Gators 80-5-8 to earn
their fourth NCAC triumph.
Tomorrow evening. Wooster takes
on Ohio Wesleyan at the Armington
Field House The Scots also play
home against Denison next Wednes-
day Jan. 20.
SCOTNOTES: After dropping four
of their first seven contests, the Scots
have won four of their last five
Coach Steve Moore needs just one
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK 1
looking to make an impact.
Senior Jason Hudson returns as the
strongest middle distance runner after
finishmgthirdinthe800attheNCAC
Meet last season.
The distance events, a traditional
Wooster strengm,featureanumberof
strong runners, led by senior Jason
Kelley, who returns from an injury
that sidelined him for the entire cross
country season.
In addition to Kelley, junior Adam
Myers, who finished third in the 3,000
in last year's NCAC Meet, and junior
Wheeler Spaulding. who is coming
off a successful cross country season,
return to bolster Wooster'schances in
the distance events.
Seniors Peter Hourigan and Eric
Dyrhnsen are the ones to watch in the
triple jump, while senior Marc DeBree
is the top returnee in the shot put and
senior Alaric Van Dam leads the ef-
fort in the pole vault.
SPORTS
Mose Hole
V 4
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more victory to reach the 200
markuciianan's27 points against
Oberlin was a career high for
him.Wooster outscores its oppo-
nents by an average of 1 1 points per
NTWS SFRVTCFS RETfA,SFr
Fini4iin7 third in the North Coast
Athletic Conference during the up-
coming indoor track season may not
seem Lkea particularly ambitious goal,
but doing so would make Fighting
Scot head coach Dennis Rice a very
happy man. -
Rice, whose team finished fourth
last year, feels that the prospects for
an even better showing in 1993 are
good, considering the talent he has
returning this year. .
"Overall, we've gota strong core of
returnees," said Rice. "We have a
legitimate shot at moving into the top
three, provided we stay healthy. I'm
excited about the season and the po-
tential we have as a team. Wehavea
number of hard-worki- ng and dedi-
cated competitors who seem to run
their best in the big meets."
Individually, the Fighting Scots
look to be strongest in the middle
distance events with the past two de-fendingN- CAC
champions in the 400- -
Classic
''A A
contest Junior guard Mike Mor-
gan leads the teamin three-poi- nt shots
made with 9 Cline leads the team
in rebounding with a total of 100 and
an average of 8J per game.
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK I
meter dash on the roster. Claire Rob-
erts won the event in 1992withatime
'of60.98 while Shannon O'Neill won
in 1991 with a time of 61:82. '
- Another returning NCAC champ
from two years ago is senior long
jumper Tammy Berger. The multi-spo- rt
senior will balance her practice
schedule between track and basket-
ball. '
--
:-
In addition, senior Marya Cross a
sixth-pla- ce finisher in the 800 at last
season's NCAC Meet, and Emily
Moorefield, a transfer from
Muskingum who won the 1000 meters
in the Ohio Athletic Conference last
season, should help the FightingScots
in 1993.
Two first-year- s, Melia Arnold and
Donna Granderson, will look io add
depth to the sprint events, while sopho-
more Michele Alviu returns to throw
the shot after finishing sixth in the
NCAC Meet a year ago in that event
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King: It was
the only thing
I was good at
I I ATHLETE OF THE WEEKl
WAA RELEASE
Wooster homebodies get thechance
to witness first-ye- ar aquatic sensation
Debbie King this Saturday as the
Wooster Scots take to the water against
conference rival Wittenberg.
On the road for the past two months
with the swim team. King has torn up
the waterways qualifying for nation-
als and setting two school records in
the 200m and 400m individual med-
ley.
The athlete of the week. King be-
gan swimming when she was seven.
She claims that she started swimming
because "it was the only thing I was
good at." ,
During her time in high school in
Newark, Delaware, she helped her
team win three state championships
and claimed first-tea- m All-Sta- te hon-
ors for herself her junior and senior
years. . -
King's main motivation for coming
to Wooster was swimming.
"Wooster had the best swimming
program of all of the schools I looked
at," claimed King. "I really felt like I
fit in. Ijust hada gut feeling about the
school."
At the beginning of the season
King's only goal for herself was to
qualify for nationals. Now that she
has met that goal, she claims that her
goals are to "keep swimming faster
and faster." King says that she is
unsure what toexpect at nationals, but
is ready for the challenge.
She also wants to help the team
place third at conference and have a
good showing at nationals.
Besides beingan outstanding swim-
mer in the individual medley events,
she is also an accomplished swimmer
in thedistanceevents, which are often
the longest and most grueling races in
swimming. '
"When I 'm swimming I think about
strange things," said King. "I sing, I .
think about what Keith the head
coach says, I think about what has
happened during the day."
When asked what songs she sings
while swimming. King responded, I
probablysmgTakeUtotheLimit'by '
The Eagles the most"
White she is certain that she wants
tonMjormhistoryatWooster.Kingis
unsure of her plans after college.
Kine's immediate plans are to blow
out Wittenberg in tomorrow's dual
meet.
Volleyball
club action:
The men's volleyball team,
defendingNCACclkampion,will
open its second semester of play
this Sunday at home against
Earlham (1 pjb.) and Wittenberg
(3pjn.).
by 1
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RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 62. Pomona 45
Oarernont 71, Wooster 57
Wooster 93, Wilmington 64
Wooster 66, Lebanon Valley 55
ICenyon 59. Woosicr 54
Wooster 90, Oberlin 42
Wooster 83, Earlham
Wooster 8a Allegheny 52
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 76, Notre Dame 51
MLUnion 69. Wooster 60
Wooster 74. Kenyon 38
Wooster 92, Oberlin 46
Wooster 73, Earlham 54
Wooster 85. Allegheny 62
MEN'S SWIMMING
Wooster 158 J. Oberlin 75J
WOMEN'S SWIM MING
Wooster. 169. Oberlin 54
QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
"It takes do skBL lasts less
than a minute, and yoa can
brag to your friends how ter-
rific you were. No wonder men
Jove it."
Jim Mulltn. a writer for Enter-
tainment Weekly, on bun gee
jumping (Sports Illustrated, 111 II
93).
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Fighting Scots win four straight
I WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I
MKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot Women's bas-
ketball team (8--4 overall. 5-- 2 in the
North Coast Athletic Conference)
compiled a 4--1 record over Winter
Break. Wooster defeated Notre Dame
(Ohio). Kenyon. Oberlin. and
Earlham. The Scots' only loss over
break came at the hands of Mount
Union.
On Dec. 19,the Scots downedNotre
Dame 76-5-1 at the Armington Field
House. In this contest. Wooster built
up a solid 43-2-5 lead at the half and
coasted to the 25-poi- nt victory. Lead-in- g
the Scoteflbxt was senior LaSonya
Crawl who scored 1 7points and pulled
down 15 rebounds. First-ye- ar Catina
Taylor also had a strong game as she
threw in 19pointsandaddcd lOboards.
The next stop for the Scots was
Alliance, Ohio on Dec 30 where the
Scots took on Mount Union College.
The Purple Raiders erased a two point
Scot lead at halftime (33--3 1) en route
toa 69-6- 0 victory. CrawLTaylor.and
first-ye- ar Susan S ipes each scored 15
points in the losing effort.
Wooster forced 22 Mount Union
turnovers in the contest, but could not
take advantage as they shot a meager
36 percent (25-6- 7) from the floor,
while the Purple Raiders knocked"
down 54 percent of its shots (32-5- 7)
from the floor.
On Jan. 2, the Scots traveled to
Gambier, Ohio to play NCAC foe
Kenyon. Wooster prevailed by acon-vinci- ng
74-3- 8 total. A balanced scor-
ing attack aided the Scots in their
second NCAC win as four Scots
scored in double figures.
Wooster came back home for a .
game against Oberlin on Jan. 6. The
Scots crushed the Yeomen 92-4-6 to
gain its third conference win. The
Scots rolled up a 47--1 8 halftime lead
en route to the decisive win. Crawl
led all scorers with 17 points.
On Jan.9 theScots downed Earlham
73-5- 4 at borne for their fourth NCAC
win. The Scots held the Quakers to a
rneager29percent(16-54- ) from the
floor in the win. Crawl again turned in
an outstanding performance by add-
ing 13 points and pulling down an
astounding 20 rebounds.
On Wednesday evening, the Scots
defeated Allegheny 85-6- 2 10 gamer
their fifth NCAC victory.
Tornorrow the Scots play a crucial
matinee at Ohio Wesleyan in a battle
for conference supremacy. Next
Wednesday, Wooster travels to
Denison to take on the Big Red.
SCOT NOTES: Crawl leads the
NCAC in rebounding with an 11.4
per game average The Fighting
ScoU outrebound tfieir opponents by
an average of 14 rebounds per game
(52.7-38.- 7) Coach Chris Hart
needs one more win to reach
100 First-ye- ar point guards Sipes
and Julie Paolano have combined for
13 of Wooster's 16 three-poi- nt
baskets Tn addition to her team-leadi- ng
1 1.4 rebounds pergame aver-
age. Crawl leads the Fighting Scots in
scoring with 15.1 points per game.
I v! i
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pbato by JOSH FAGANS
Junior forward Bridget Smoot rises above a swarm of Allegheny
defenders for a jump shot in Wooster's 85-6-2 win on Wednesday.
Winter Intramural sign-up- s
What: Men's Intramural Basket--
Iball
Rosters Due: Thursday, January
21
Season Begins: Sunday. January
31
Send Rosters To: Dan Kotchen.
Box 2045 or give them to Coach
Steve Moore in the PEC
Sign up for A. B, or C League.
What: Intramural Bowling
Teams: Three-pers- on squads
When: Matches played every
Wednesday
Cost: 5 1 per player per match
Rosters Due: Saturday, Jan. 23
Season Begins: Wednesday, Jan.
27
Send Rosters To: Dan Kotchen,
Box 2045
i
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Fall sports
Honor Roll
Field rrefav
11-8-
-0 Overall, 9--3 NCAC
AD-NC- AC
First Team - Luci Day, Lisa
Ostermueller.
Second Team - Meg Wood.
Honorable Mention --Betsy Shan-
non, Becky Tederstrom
All-Gre- at Lakes Region
First Team - Luci Day, Lisa
Ostermueller.
AD-Ameri- can
Third Team - Luci Day
Football
3-6-
-1 Overall, 2-4-- 1 NCAC
AD-NCA- C
Second Team -- John Marcinek
Honorable Mention - John
Ramsier, Trevor Gamer.
Women's soccer
13-7-
-1 Overall, 6-2- -0 NCAC
AD-NC- AC
First Team - Tammy Berger,
Larisa Fricsons, Lisa HalL Barbie
Thompson. -
Second Team - Regan Turner.
All-Gre-at Lakes Region '
First Team - Lisa Hall
Second Team Larisa Fricsons,
Barbie Thompson
Mpn's country
AD-NC- AC
Honorable . Mention - Wheeler
Spaulding
Men's soccer 1
13-7-
-0 Overall, 6-2- -0 NCAC
AD-NCA- C
First Team - Galen Avgerinos,
Mphatso Namwali.
Second Team - Eric Dietrich,
Roger Haller, Colin Ozanne, '
Denison star
football player
dies in accident
The Sports Editors wish to of-
fer their condolences to the friends
and family ofDenison University
senior football -- star, Jason
Cooperider, 21, who was tragi-
cally killed in an automobile acci-
dent on Saturday, Jan. 9.
Cooperider set an NCAA Div.
HI football record for total of-
fense during his freshman season.
He acted as the main offensive
threat on Denison's single-win- g
offense. Cooperider both threw
and rushed for 1,000 plus Yards
during his record-settin- g fresh-
man year. .
He also terrorized Scot teams
the pastfouryears leading Denison
to three wins, no losses, and one
tie i . .; Ay
